
Planning Committee Update Sheet 11th March 2019

Test Track, Aston Way, Leyland - 07/2017/3361/ORM

Three letters of representation have been received since the Planning Committee report has been in 
the public domain which raise similar concerns to that within the report. 

The Ulnes Walton Bridleways Association have submitted a further letter and make the following 
summarised comments: 

 7.5 Ton Weight Limit - despite discussions with LCC the blanket weight limit at Bretherton Toll 
Bar/A59 junction would not appear to be implemented – the permeable plan was agreed on that basis, 
and a weight limit would improve safety and pollution control

 Circuitous route around the site – concerns that the entrance adjacent The Laund rather than 
Paradise Park has been shown on plans as being the entry to the park

 Surfacing of multi-use tracks – Access Strategy states that surfaces should be suitable for 
primary users, but the circuitous route has been agreed as Toptrec or similar. UWBA request that 
paths are split, with areas for equine use being in a surface suitable for horses. UWBA suggest ‘Nu-
flex’ which would be suitable for cyclists, ramblers and general use, and has been recommended by 
SRBC officers.

 Gating systems – it is apparent that gating systems are being removed across the boroughs 
Green Link paths. Respondent requests that they are removed from this scheme in the interest of 
consistency.

 Pegasus crossing – requests confirmation that LCC have agreed Pegasus crossings at three 
main entry points. Pegasus crossings are made for use by both pedestrians and mounted horse riders.

 Implementation Schedule – Concerns regarding safety as a result of the delay of traffic 
calming and quiet lane / shared space arrangements on Longmeanygate and Midge Hall. 

Letter of Support 

To clarify, a letter was received on the 23 November 2018 from MIPD in support of the employment 
land that forms part of the application site.  The company which abuts the site,  is also fully supportive 
of the site being approved and in general support of the application being approved to reduce the 
antisocial behaviour associated with the site. 


